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The College of Business
and Economics now has an
Executive MBAProgram. Boise
State business students have
the unique opportunity to
network with local businesses

Publications Board selects Lapray
as neweilitor-in-chief
BY SHEREE' WHITELEY
Arbiter Staff

CULTURE

----------------------------

PAGE 5
Get a taste of Pacific Subs with
the culture section while getting
the Inside look at "23" and the
DVD for "BabeL"

OPINION

---------------------------PAGE 7
Find out why summer jobs
aren't such a scam after all and
how we see ASBSU elections.

SPORTS

Six members of the Fiesta Bowl
Champion Boise State football
team moved closer to the 2007
NFLdraft after completing the
NFL Combine Feb. 21-27.

ARBITERONUNE.COM
The Arbiter news team united
to Interview all but four of the
candidates for positions on the
ASBSU staff last week. These
Interviews are available online
under the ASBSU elections tab.
Hear what the candidates had
to say about the future of BSU
and the state of ASBSU.

WEATHER·

ewleader at Boise State
University was selected on
onday, Feb. 26. It wasn't
a new president, senator or chairman - it was the neweditor-in-chief
of the university's beloved student
newspaper, The Arbiter.
.
Boise State senior and English
major Dustin Lapray was chosen
for the position. He will succeed
this year's editor, Drew Mayes, and
begin his term on May 16,2007.His
term will end on May 15,2008.
Each year the Publications Board
interviews and selects students to
fill the positions of editor-in-chief
and business manager for The
Arbiter. The students chosen receive a full tuition waver and compensation fortheir time. The editor
position is one of the highest paid
student positions at Boise State.
Candidates forboth positions are
required tosubmit applications and
proposal letters to the Publications
Board which clarify their qualifications, experience and intentions
should they be selected. -They are
then put through a rigorous interview process, after which members
of the board vote, taking into account views expressed by various
members ofThe Arbiter's staff.
This year, The Arbiter staff
(which consists soley of studentemployees) broke into the worlds of
podcasting and webcasting, while
continuing to produce newspapers
twice per week.
"I'd like to see Dustin build on
what we've accomplished. We
changed everything this year and'
laid the foundation for the future,
but now everything we did needs to
be fine-tuned," said Drew Mayes,
editor for the 2006-2007 school
year.
That seems to be exactly what
Lapray is planning on doing.
Podcasting was first produced at

M
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SATURDAY
High: 51F / Low 30F

SUNDAY
High: 56F / Low 34F

ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY
Author and .activlst Christian
Parenti to speak at Boise State.
His speech Is titled "Defeated
- Understanding U.S. Failure
In Afghanlstan~~d Iraq;" ...
Parenti, who has traveled to
Afghanistan threetimes since
2004, will present anon-

- Dustin Lapray,
2007-2008 Arbiter
Editor-in-.chief

PHOTO BY STEVE NOREL.l/THE ARBITER

Outgoing Editor-in-Chief Drew Mayes congratulates incoming Editor-in-Chief
Dustin Lapray after Lapray was selected to be Mayes' successor in 2007/2008.
. the beginning of the fall semester,
and webcasting began when staff
members traveled to the Tostitos
Fiesta BowllnJanuary.
'
"My goals for The Arbiter next
yearare not that dissimilar to what
we did last year," Lapray said. "I
want to make our multimedia section shoot through the roof. I compared the paper to a giant sculpture,
hiding inside a block ofstone. Drew
took a chainsawto it and hacked off
huge c~unks of obstacleand doubt.

It's my job to come in with a fine
chisel and make the thing the work
of art we want itto be."
Lapraywill oversee a staff of70 to
80 students, including writers, section editors, graphic designers and
production managers. The Arbiter
is responsible for bringing news to
and being the voice of Boise State's
student body - a task which has
been executed by staff members
since 1933.
Lapray served as the manag- '

ing editor this last year and was
charged with overseeing the editorial staff, copy-editing and training. He is an English major in his
eighth year of college and has had
an abundance of writing/journalistic experience.
In The Arbiter alone, Lapray has
had more than 200 articles published. His work has also been
shown in the "Times News" on 225
occasions, in "Penthouse" magazine and in "The Idaho Statesman."

He is well-liked by staff members
and many are excited to see him
take office next year.
"I'm pretty excited forDustin and
I think he's going to do a great job.
I almost envy him because I know
what he's about to go through
and' what a great experience the
next year is going to be for him,"
Mayes said.
BSU senior Troy sawyer will
return as the business manager
for the 2007-2008 school year.
He will be responsible for overseeing the advertising and market- ,
ing department and is responsible
for keeping The Arbiter in good
financial standing.
"I believe both Dustin Lapray,
the new editor in chief, and Troy
Sawyer, the current business manager who was hired for another
year, are excellent choices to help
move the Arbiter forward in its
plans for future growth and expansion into new media. We were very
fortunate to attract highly qualified,
candidates this year for both positions," said University Relations
Representative and Publications
Board Member Kathleen Craven.

The College of Education. looks back on a decade of success
BY BARRY FRANKLIN

FRIDAY
High: 43F / Low 33F

"
I compared the
paper to a giant sculpture,
hiding inside a block
of stone. Drew took a
chain saw to it and hacked
off huge chunks of
obstacle and doubt. It's
myjob to come in with a
fine chisel and make the
thing the work of art we
wanted it to be.
, ,

Arbiter Staff
The passage of each academic
year marks a turning point where
active and energetic minds seek
out influential roles throughout their community. This is the
10-year anniversary of the first
education
doctoral
program
graduation at Boise State.
'The graduates have gone on
to work in nearly all levels of the
Idaho's education field.
Patricia Toney, recently of the
State Board of Education, was in the
first graduating class in 1997. She
had already worked as an educator for several years at Centennial
High School and at Albertson'
College but the new program gave
her a chance to further her career
without uprooting her life.
"It was very exciting," Toney said
of her experience. "We had a great
cohort and we bonded very well:
Diane Boothe, dean of the
College of Education, thought
the students who went through

the program performed remarkably well.
"Theeducationdoctoralprogram
in Curriculum and Instruction has
graduated over 50 students who
are making valuable contributions to the State of Idaho and the
nation through their expert knowledge and quality leadership,"
Boothe said.
Robert Barr, professor emeritus and dean who oversaw the
development of the program, said
its founders strived to create a
"plan"that
would break away
from convention.
"[They] set out to develop a
doctoral program that was new,
unique, distinctive, powerful, creative - we weren't bound by tradition," Barr said. The program was
designed around students' lives,
Barr said, offering a chance to gain
a doctorate without leaving the
Treasure Valley, which was impossible before the program began.
"Our first group of doctoral students had been waiting here in
the metropolitan area for decades,

waiting for a doctoral program to
come to them so that they might
not have to resign their jobs, leave
their families, leave their church
and go out of state to go to a doctoral program," Barr said.
KellyCross, assistant principal at
Taft Elementary in Boise, entered
the program in 2001 after working for nine years as an educator.
She said the program completely
changed the way she approached
her work.
"My experience in the doctoral program was extremely rewarding," Cross said. "I became a
much better writer and a more
critical reader.
She said the program not 'only
changed her critical analysis skills
but also her reading choices.
"It changed the way I read
education journals. Now I pore
over them; I've learned to look
closely at the key points, resources
and citations.
As a result, I have a more comprehensive understandlng of instruction and curriculum - and I

PHOTO BY RICHAE SWANBECK/THE ARBITER

The Education Building houses many of the classrooms
that students pursulnq degrees in education attend.
know how to read, interpret and
evaluate research."
,
The College ofEducation marked
the anniversary with an invitation-only event February 7. The
event reflected on the program's
successes and looked towards the
future in Idaho education, Keith

Thiede recently took over as coordinator for the program.
"If you look throughout this valley, you will find our graduates in
leadership positions, providing
the direction and the snbstance
that truly is taking public education into the future," Barr said.
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THE HEADLINES
WORLD
Blogger gets 4-year prison
senteilcefor posted writings
All Egyptian court recently sentenced an anti-government Internet
blogger to a 4-year prison term in a
landmark case that has sent shockwaves through the country's growing
community of onl1ne dissidents.
The case against Kareem Amer,
23, a former student ar the Islamic
institute of al-Azhar, was Egypt's first
prosecution of a blogger specifically
for online writings; other bloggers
had been detained for their offline
political activities.
Amer received three years in prison on charges of contempt of religion
and an additional year for defaming
U.S.-allied President Hosni Mubarak.
"He's only 23 years old. This verdict
will ruin his future," said Mohamed
el Sharkawy, another blogger and opposition figure who was arrested and
allegedly tortured in a crackdown on
dissidents last year. "Security officials
tailor-made this charge to shove bloggers and activists into jail. This means
that the state cannot tolerate anyone
voicing his opinion."
While human rights groups denounced Amer's sentence as further
evidence of Mubarak's authoritarian regime backsliding on promised
changes, the blogger's postings about
-lslam were so inflammatorythat even
some of the most fervent free-speech
advocates couldn't bring themselves
to support him. As a result, the case
not only set a precedent for prosecuting bloggers, but also forced debate
on the limits of religious and political
expression in conservative Egypt.
"The bloggers are having deep disputes over whether to support this
guy or not," said Tarek Mounir of the
Cairo

office of Reporters

Without

Borders, a press freedom watchdog
group. "The bloggers here are like the
political horizon. Some of them are
Islamists,'
For two years, Amer lashed out at
government and religious institutions, taking particular aim at his
own school, al-Azhar, one of the bastions of Sunnl Muslim thought. He
accused al-Azhar clerics of advocating terrorism, stifling progress and
shilling for Mubarak's government.
According to a report by Amnesty

International, Amer was detained
briefly in October 2005 for tarniSJ14lg
Islam in his writings about sectarian
clashes betweenMllslirns and Coptic
Christians. Shortly after that, he was
expelled from al-Azhar for blasphemy. He has been in jail on the latest
charges since November 2006.

NATIONAL
Cheney OK after ,Afuhan
suicide bombing byTaJ.il)an
After getting a taste of the terrorism
that threatens the Afghan government, Vice President Dick Cheney,
attempting to give assurances that
the United States will stand by
Afghanistan, insisted that political
leaders in the United States calling for
a withdrawal of military forces from
Iraq will leave countries in this part
of the world vulnerable to dangerous
"consequences."
The vice president - who became
,the most senior member of the Bush
administration to spend the night
in a war zone after poor weather delayed his trip into Kabul - also came
up against some of the violence that
threatens the young government of
Afghan President Hamid Karzal. At
least 23 people died and many more
were wounded when a suicide bomber attacked the main gate of Bagram
Air Force Base on the morning that
Cheney awoke at the vast air base
nestled in the mountains.
At the time of the attack, for which
the Taliban claimed credit, the vice
president was secure and well inside
the base, far from the bombing that
sent a plume of smoke rising beyond
the flight line where his military
cargo jet was parked preparing for
takeoff for Kabul. As the base called a
Code Red, Cheney was moved "for a
brief moment" from the room where
he was staying, he said, but was returned to his room after the situation
"settled down."
The broader meaning of the attack, Cheney said hours later, is that
insurgents are pressing for ways to
challenge the authority of the Karzai
government. Talk of withdrawal of
U.S. forces from Iraq only emboldens terrorists operating here and in
Pakistan, where he had traveled the
day before, he continued.
"I think they clearly try to find
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m questlon the authority of the
central govertuilent: . Cheney said
during a brief interview in a l~cabin mounted inside the cargo bay
of the C-17 military tranSport, clubbed
"The Spirit of StromThunnond," that
had carried him in to Paldstan and
Afghanistan and out again;
, Terrorists in the region are intent
on testing the resolve of the U.S. in
Iraq, the Bush administration maintains. And "the continuing threat that
exists in this part of the world" is part
of the reason that President Bush dispatched the vice president to Pakistan
and Afghanistan on Tuesday, according to a senior administration official
interviewed near the end of a trip that
was supposed to be completed in one
day but turned into a two-day affair
because of weather in Afghanistan.

, LOCAL/B5U
Idaho inmates injured in
weather-related van rollover
SeveninmatesfromtheSouthIdaho
Correctional Institution Community
Work Center were injured when their
van rolled on Pleasant Valley Road. An
ambulance took one of the inmates to
the hospital for treatment of rib injuries. The other six were evaluated for
minor injuries.
•
The apparently weather-related accident happened at about 6 a.m. when
the van slid' sideways while going
around a corner. The van rolled once
and landed back on its wheels.
The accident happened near the
gravel pit where Pleasant Valley Road
curves south ofBoise.
All the inmates were wearing seatbelts.

.'.fi

Courtesy Idaho Press-Tribune
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Hope you're not mad at me
When a San Rafael, Calif., man
wrecked his wife's 'new car, he was
so afraid that she would hit the roof
that he told her that he had been kidnapped.
,
He said that two men held him at
gunpoint and he had to crash the car
to escape. His story fell apart under
police questioning.
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PHOTO COURTESY MCT

Sara Shaw, 21, senior in environmental studies at Rollins College, inspects the solar array on top of the Bush Science bulldinq on campus in Winter Park, Fla. Feb. 21,
2007. Rollins students called for real action from school administrators to help put a chill in global warming.
BY KEVIN

SPEAR

Orlando Sentinel (MeT)
It's a modern version of a camroue"
.... u.

M
K
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leges and universities nationwide
where students are leading efforts
to shine a light on energy alternatives that don't increase air pollution !mcl r-limata change .
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_
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Rollins College students called
for real action from school administrators to help put a chill in
global warming. What they got was
expensive solar equipment and a
building to put it on.
Without payor college credit,
Rollins students then .helped install the equipment,· which will
generate roughly 1.6 kilowatts for
fluorescent ceiling lights in a science laboratory.
i " When the juice flows in the next
;Week or so, Rollins will joincol~'

"It's not like we're out protesting
with bullhorns," said Sara Shaw,
21, an environmental studies major. "This is a generation that would
rather do something than just
talk about it."
Shaw and other students started
their quest nearly three years ago.
They searched for grant money, but
that went nowhere. So they turned
to Rollins officials, who said they
would try to find funding.
. "We definitely had to be persisterit and let them know we were se-

rious," she said. "Rollins has never
done anything like this."
I
The payoff after countless meetings and presentations, but not
confrontations or demands, was
nearly $40,000. Roughly half paid
for the panels and the remainder
bought steel framing and other
mounting materials.
That's significantly more expensive than a homeowner might
pay for a housetop system. But the
Rollins solar assembly is highlyexposed to winds and required stronger anchorlng hardware.
To Kirk Hemphill,
Rollins
College maintenance
manager,
the array was relatively cheap and
is in keeping with an institution

that plans to stay in one place for mounted on a second-story roof of
the Bush Science Center and have
a longtime.
"The payoff is in decades, 50, eight separate panels that are adjustable to squarely face the sun
60, 70 years or more." Hemphill
during changing seasons.
said. "it's built to last that long,
"Next year's fresluueu ale !)"litl;
like our buildings are built to last
to come in and assume this is stan100 years."
dard stuff here," Siry said,
Environmental studies profesThat's rapidly become the norm
sor Joe Siry said solar panels don't
at other schools, said Liz Veazey,
incur the hidden health and enregional coordinator
for the
vironmental costs of strip mining and long-distance hauling by Southern Energy Network, which
encourages Southeastern schools
trains that come with the nation's
to collaborate on alternative-entop energy choice: coal.
What's more, the panels will ergy strategies.
When she started in 2004, only
make an impression that classroom lectures can't convey. Siry about five universities had student-driven
energy programs.
said future courses will use the
panels as a teaching tool. They are Today, students are pursuing en-

ergy efficiency and alternatives at
more than 30 schools, she said.
"I think it's one of the biggest
issues of our generation," Veazey
said about climate change blamed
iii large part on power-plant ernie
sions of carbon dioxide. "If we don't
do the right thing within the next
10 years, there's no going back."
Fiona Harper, assistant biology
professor at Rollins, said the eight
solar panels on the science-building roof should only be a start.
"What better way for a college
to make a difference in this community," she said. "There's a lot
of flat roofs on campus. We get
all this sun and I see no solar panels on them."
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'Who knew?
It finally decided to become a Senate
who came back from her leave of and another reported false claims
that he had been assaulted because
absence with a Fast-Tracked resoofhis sexual orientation. The report
lution
in
hand.
The
resolution
was
Arbiter Staff
introduced late and marked "Fast was a hoax, but hate crimes do occur. The rally was debased because
Track." By' fast-tracking a resoluof the rescinded claim, but the legFor the first time in the Spring tion, the Senate can bypass many
2007 semester, the Associated
of its regular rules of order. Said islation is in the Senate.
More information
on this
Students of Boise State University
documents need not enter commitresolution and the status of
Senate had a full table in the Forum
tee hearings and can be introduced
the Senate will be printed in
in the Student Union' Building. All and passed in one meeting.
but one of the senators was presThe resolution would costs BSU Monday's Arbiter issue.
ent, that was engineering Sen. Jim nothing, and it was only the tenth
Veterans' Memorial
Musser.
introduced this year.
'
The first bill introduced at
Sen. Bakh Mirkasimov asked
It's purpose is to "give voice to
Senate Pro Tempore Amy Ortmann
students and citizens of Idaho con- Tuesday's meeting was one that
would allocate $10,000 from the
why Sen. Musser has been missing
cerned that there is no hate criine
Senate Discretionary Fund to
meetings.
law in Idaho."
"I will make no formal anThis resolution intends to be the reconstruction of a Veterans'
nouncement [on his status]," Sen. packaged along with another from Memorial on campus. The origi,QnmaIVl .satd.But. the rest of the
the Faculty Senate (which Sen. Blue nal memorial was demolished to
make room for an addition to the
'senators were presentand,to
the
said she had spoken to twice and
Albertson Library.
surprise of the gallery, the Senate
it was on board) and taken to the
Nearly every year since, the
did work. It introduced four pieces
state legislature to help encourage
of legislation - three bills and one legislators to pass hate crime legis- Senate has passed resolutions asking the administration to rebuild
resolution.
lation.
"The state ofIdaho isonly one of the memorial. The bill, proposed
by Senator Katie Io Rupert and
Legislation
two which does not proclaim that
The Ways and Means Committee
it has a hate crime law," Sen. Blue Senator Britton Holdaway, cites the
recent loss of three BSU students
introduced a Senate Bill which
said. "This is something that most
serving in Iraq as the catalyst bewould augment the conflict of in- states are starting to deal with.
hind this proposal.
'
.terest policy within ASBSU. The Anything that is to be done' must
The new memorial would be a
augmented policy would comply done immediately."
part of the SUB expansion, taking
with the policy written and folThe Senate was wary about passlowed by the BSUadministration.
ing the resolution Tuesday, since it place through the next two years.
The cost of the reconstruction is
, The Bill states that since students
hadn't seen the legislation until the
estimated at close to $30,000. A doworking for ASBSU earn service
meeting started and had not taken
nor had originally offered to fund
awards, they, too, fall under the ju- the time to read it.
the entire cost of the project but
risdiction of the BSU administra"This is something that the sention and hence should follow the
ate has worked on for a while," Sen. backed out for unmentioned reasame policy.
Mary Dawson said. "This is a well- sons. The unnamed donor is now
only partially funding the con"The best way to approach that
researched document."
struction of the memorial, leavwould be to follow the same rules
The' Senate took' a short recess
ing Senate members searching for
the university follows,· Sen. Terry and after a heated debate, removed
·Gorsethsaid.
the. "Fast Track" status from the other methods of fundraising. The
~Seri.Gorseth, could you nutshell
legislation. After further debate, it bill was moved to the Budget and
It.lor us?~Sen.Ryan Cooper said.
was moved into the Senate Ways Finance Committee for consideration.
;:;The. Senate. became confused
and Means Committee, which
because the bill referred fo BSU met Wednesday. The Senate acPolicy, Manual Section ,5, Policy tually had to "Call the Question"
Harnessing the power
l5tJ4tiTand .did not include what and did 'a roll-call vote to move of wind
tii~t'p"olicy was. The Senate chose
the legislation.
The Senate also introduced a bill
~omove the bill to second reading
"I understand that a lot of work that would help finance the con- ','
, .' 'yandlatermovedlttothird
was done OIl this," Sen. Jennifer
structionof a wind-power genera:reil ,.....' ,ThUrSday,on the~ondition ' Stolley said. "I'm not arguing that,
tor at Morrison Hall, The generator
:tb~{Seri:
brin'g theafore~
however I am not falniliar with it."
would have' an .ecological Impact
lri1entionedpolicytot~etable.
ThelegislatioIlWas written last' .on the 13SUcampus. ThebiIlasks
:~
Decemberamld the crisis result- . the Senate to spend $1,000 on the
;Out'ofthe slue
... ...Ing 'in the Not, On ourCamp~swind':power~genetated
residence
M'lte'Seriatewasa~ln~l~sse,d,~y.:~)~tWY·-1'h.at ~ek astUdentre~elved
Hail, More on this· stoijwill be '
~11fi:])t'esei#':,oLSell~"
Blue, •.., a death threat· because of his Jace
prli1t~d in MondaY:$:~~iterisSue.;

,BY DUSTIN LAPRAY AND
CHARLOTTE TAYLOR
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Boise State University
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Dow Jones Industrial
Average

12,268.63 (+ 52.39)
Nasdaq Composite

2,416.15 (+8.29)
:i(~·S~~90PPQ~~Jri,~t1·bea
S&P500

;.,,':'.

1,406.82 (+ 7.78)

4.55% (+ 0.(37)

LOCAL
(BAC)

50.83 (+0.59)
(MU)

11.86(-0.04)
Hewlett

Packard (HPQ)

39.35 (+ 0,43)
Washington

Mutual (WM)

43.08 (+ 0.72)
Qwest Communications

(Q)

8.88 (+ 0.30)

TECHNOLOGY
Apple, Inc. (AAPL)

84.61 (- 0.02)
Google Inc. (GOOG)

449,45 (+ 0.68)
Microsoft

Corporation

(MSFT)

28.90 (- 0,49)
Motorola

Inc. lMUT)

18.52 (- 0.08)
Yahoo! Inc. (YHOO)

30.86 (+ 0.50)

FUN
Abercrombie & Fitch (ANF)
78.10 (+ 1,48)
American

.

even be a coupleofcom-
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---------------------------Micron Technology

/' ,,;:mtereiJ)~t

.... ....
<,;,.,..;c..'
..
recri!itb;g forunder-.
Op~rtumty •..kt1,offi:~~ss
,Stu_·;.;cl8~~l),~~en'slild
.. ·· ..·
•
dents, this Isyour cbaDCtitO ~eptll~ugh"<}lai1Sen
and Gabriel are looking for up .
the. door and networkwltbilie profell"··...•
·•.:~o20 businesses to participate,"
slonalworld.. . ...•
.;.:·"TIiuSfa(they
have firm consent
The College o[~. J3~~
.and . t{Qm'!ieven. jm;ludingWells Fargo,
Bconomlcs at Boim:,State IsIlJ1plementc asJAngtQri Group;' Dlllards, ..N~rthem
Inganewstr~tegicp1antocreate~place"'M:utual,Flnanclal
'. Network,. A&B
ment system; The place~nt:syStem in- .' . Flrtanclal, Ste.in Distributing and New
volves an open bouse lIJld networkingYorkLife
Insurance.
. .'
. .
reception ~ere students can discover
The Idea, accordingioGabrlel, is
ca.reer Options, dlscusa thelr long-term
form.a long-term relationship betwe
goals and develop valuable insights and students and businesses inwhichbo
relationships.
.
will succeed.
"This is anIntegrated careerfalr and
"They [businesses] may find that t
networking event lthat] helps Inform will fill a particular need and see an 0
young students aboutthelroptlons,'
portunity to explore .career option
Lynn Gabriel, managing' director for. Gabriel said.
'.
'.
the lobal business consortium In the'
l1nder the new strategic plan students
g
'.
may have the chance to be a protocol
College ofBusiness and Economics said, host. '.
..
Gabriel said the event which takes place.
"This would be someone who shows
March 21 will begin with an open house
a recruiter around someone who is asheld in. the Student ~nion BUild~ng signed to them,' G~brielsaid. "Not every
Hatch Ballroom from 3.00 p.m. to 6.00
company will want or need this but it's
p.~.
. .
somethingwe're offering,'
We want students to have more in
Hansen and Gabriel said student or'. dept~ c.onv~rsations with these ~eople ganlzations played a major role in bring... this IS different from a job Iair, this
ing this eventto fruition
is ~bout relationship building," Gabriel
Among the many ~tudent groups
said. .
...
.
who took part in the planning is
Students can then move to the
the. Association
for Operations
Lo?k~ut Room in the Student Union Management.
Building from ~:30 p.~~t? ,7:0.? p.m: .for
The Association for Operations
a recepnon an~rounu unne urscueswn
Management
Chapter
President,
~osted by ~lUltl~lebusiness representaCourtney Kirchner said the Dean of
tlves. Gabr~elsaid the reception consists
the College of Business and Economics
of a question and ~nswer sesslcn and .asked all business clubs to take part In a
round tab~ediSCUsSIOn
concerning speround table discussion cOilcerning job
cific areas of interest in different busi- prospects.
ness fields.
·We thought it would be really benefiStudents who wish to attend the recepcial for students to have a more specific
tion must register via website at http://
opportunity,' Kirchner said.
cobe.boisestate.edu/ib/careerconnecKirchner feels this situation Is most
.tions.htm or email at gbc@boisestate. beneficlalfor underclassmen.
edu. Due to limited space, spots are giv- . "The sooner a student can start builden out on a first come, first served basis.
Ing their network, the better. Any freshCarlene Hansen, program assistant
man golngln might make a bond Withan
for the global consortium in the College industry professional over four years,"
'uf nii5~ii~;;-'Cind ·Ec~n~rriic:; ~hid:'th!s' '. Kiichric:~riid'.>"· '-

10 Year Bond

Bank of America

'.

Eagle (AEOS)

31.05 (+ 0.53)
NIKE,Inc. (NKE)
104,47 (+ 0.50)

PHOTO COURTESY MCT

AT&T Inc. (T)

36.80 (+ 0.65)

College of Business and Economics
offers a new executive MBA program

Walt Disney (DIS)
35.25 (+ 1.15)

CURRENCY
USD to Euro (EUR)

0.761 (+ 0.03)

~'We [are] able
to pair people
with an individual
leadership coach,
executive coach
and communication coam and
J:1elpthem excel ...
it's interactive and
energetic.

USD to Pound (GBP)
0.5094 (+ 0.03)
USD to Yen (JPY)

118.605 (- 0.14)
Gold

668 (- 15.60)
Silver

14.13 (- 0.36)
NumberS printed

as of press time

"

- Kirk Smith,

Associate Dean
PHOTO COURTESY THE ASSOCIATE PRESS

BY BARRY

FRANKLIN

Blztech Editor
Business· students considering
the lavish lifestyle of an upper echelon career now have a local opportunity.
Last fall, the College of Business
.and Economics began offering an
executive MBAprogram.
Kirk Smith, . associate dean
for the. College of Business and
Economics Graduate Studies and
Executive Education said the program 15 designed Jor people who
are a mldlevel executive.
"These are people. with at .least
six years of managerial experience
who have tremenrlo\1S skUl in a
krtow.area [such as] lawyers, en,
<:gineerso~ scien$ts,' Smmisaid,'
no

BSU College of
Business and Economics

Participants meet once a month
The College' of Business and
Cheryl Maille and Patrick Coyne are already working high stress
for an entire day over the course of Economics developed the execuwork closely with the participants
jobs, she said.
.
two years.
tive masters program with about
in the executive MBAprogram.
Maille said the progr!1m comes
They discuss situations involv- 25 businesses in the area possess"We help to guide faculty as well to $38,000 but the sum is all irtg conflict resolution, industry
ing an integrated interest.
as make sure it all comes off seam~ inclusive.
.'
evolution, working with people
The eight businesses
most
lessly,' Maille s:lid.
Coyne said the executive
from other cultures and problem. involved
include:
Albertson's
Coyne went through the regular
MBA is a generalized, wellsolving..
.
Inc., IDACORP Inc., f.R. Simplot
MBA program at Boise State and
rounded degree with a focus on
Smith said the program's main
Company,
Smokey Mountain
now is the Program Manager ofthe ;business areas .
goal Is to help people take their
Pizza and Pasta, Hewlett-Packard,
College of Business and Economics
"Whatthey really need IS awlde
company to really exceptional
Idaho Department of Health and
Executive Education. He said he verity of knowledge,' Coyne said.
places and to give previously ex- Welfare, Micron Technology and
has sees avery different situation
. Smith said students wh~gra?uperiencedindIvidualsthe
skills to Woodgrain Millwork.
in the executive program.
atE!with an undergraduate degree,
rise through the ranks in their proSmith said the program is the
"It is much different; really in~step
Into the work plliceillld,feel a
fession.
first' and only one of .Its .kind in teresting . to- .see this unfolding ,position as president or Vice presl"We lare] able to pair people with
Idaho and one affewer than 100 In and what they go through/, Coyne
dent is possible are pei:feetcandian individual leadership coach,
the United States.
. .
said.
datesfor the IlewMBA programi,
executive. coach and communb.
"This is dlametrlcallyopposite
Maille' s!1ld the rigorousness of
"Weanly leta bout 28 people bite
cation cOll!:hand help ,them excel . to a.lecture type,sltuatlon," Sinith.the
progrllDl:adds a:\'{ho'llne~lev~, the group,'Srnith said;-'This]stlot
u'. li's'wttll'8.ctiveand energetic,·
said .. ~people\Yhocomplete:. this
el of~tr~ fO.,thepartil:ipanfS,.·
MBt\iight;t9isis'abig~~~lforIle~-
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Pacific Subs makes a tas sandwich

.....',:"··'combo'~Dla'sepatiJ~"R

. BY STEVE AHLBORN
Culture writer

....NJ
...

f.t.e.I..fin.din.g.t.he.I.e.st.au.:-· passedwasspQd~ss.
.
', ..r<U1t
I located a parkI Was the orily;customer
.... ' ng spot behind the
there:'"
~.'''-.''.
.
building -chose to Ignore
As Ifinlsheij'fIIJing JIiycup .
the sign wanting meto pay a with sod;tftomU1e machine,
$3 charge, since itwas after S· it was announced/that .my
p.m. on Monday - that way I sandwich was done .. '
'. .
could spend it on my meal. Here 'lald the true test.
As I stepped through the . Most ofthe ingredients} usufront door, .the. cashier gave .allyUke on my Subwaysand~
me a smile, greeted me and wlches were also on this one.
then ptoceededtoask
what Wrapped in generic whije pal wanted to eat. Lnoticed that •. per, It impressed me that the
the' music was -louder than
company. did not. flash their
I usually enjoy, but it was a logo around on It, the napkins
modern-style rock, which I or the cup.
generally like.
I have t,p admit, after openI tried to order a sandwich
ing my sandwich, It stayed
that was similar to the cold more in tact than any sandcut trio that I always get at wlch I have ever had at
Subway. Unlike Subway's
Subway. It had a different
six and 12-inchsandwich
taste from that of Subway, but
lengths, I was offered the
was stlll good. As I scraped a
choice of a five, eight or 11- moundoflettuce offthe secinch sandwich. Instead offive ond half of my sandwich I had
different varieties of bread, I aninteresting thought. Do all
was given two options - white of the sub sandwich places
or wheat. I decided on an 11- . meet together and make it
inch club sandwich, ineludmandatory to pile on as much
Ing turkey breast, ham, bacon,
lettuce as It takes to make the
lettuce and mayo on white.
sandwich look bigger?
I figured a drink and chips
On a scale from 8 - IS, 8 bewould come with the meal, ing the best and 15 being the
considering I paid about $7.50 worst, J would rate my over(the amount I usually pay at all experience at an ii, three
Subway). A cup never entered
points shy of perfection.
my hand and soon Irealized
This is due to the parkthat I had to pay extra for the
ing, loud music and prices.
combo, $2.19 plus tax. The It Is an above-average rating
meal turned out to be around
because of the rustle atmo$10. Fortunately, parking was sphere, friendly service and
$3 off for a limited time only good food.
.
or else I would receive a tickPaclficSubs is located at
et.
509 Main Street - Fifth and
The floor was rustic while
Main In downtown Boise.

The next size up
BY SHEREE' WHITELEY
Arbiter Staff
I once watched an episode of
TLC's "What Not To Wear" in
which the woman undergoing
a style transformation
owned
what seemed to be a million
T-shirts
depleting
various
.cartoon characters.
As the two hosts of the show
trashed these shirts, the ·woman
tried desperately to salvage them.
I thought she might actually
attempt to engage in a fistflght
in order to save these atrocious
fabric monstrosities.
Now, if someone were to come
into my closet and try to strip my
favorite pair of heels or jeans from
me, I would be throwing fists. But
these were T-shirts created for
12-year-olds, and this lady had to
be pushing 30.
Congratulations to her for being
able to fit into child-sized shirts,
but seriously - grow up.
She couldn't see huw ridiculous
and inappropriate these shirts
looked on her, and how obvious it was that she was trying to
hold onto something that she'd
outgrown.
I can empathize. I clung to my
Barbie dolls until I was a teenager (an early teenager, mind
you). When everyone else my age
had put their Barbies in boxes or
sold them off at yard sales, I was
still occasionally putting them in
their pink Corvettes and pushing
them across the carpet (secretly,
of course).
It wasn't until I started trying
the activities that my peers were
enjoying that I realized that I had
also outgrown Barbie dolls.
There's nothing wrong with being an individual, and there definitely isn't a reason that we. all
need to kow-tow to the normalities constructed by society.
But when we reach an age or
point in our lives when certain
things aren't appropriate' or don't
work for us anymore, we need to

ft .3111

=!

;;

I scraped a mound of lettuce off
the second halfofmy sandwich Ihad
an interesting thought. Do all of the
.sub sandwich places meet ..,together ..
and .make it.mand~toryto pile on as .
much lettuce asittakes to make the
sandwich look biggerr

"As

'Babel'· DVD
thrills audiences

'23'

flC?3ft::

BY FRANCY
BY D ALE EI SIN G E R
Culture Writer

If you take the number of minutes of this
flick, divide them by the cost of a ticket, add
recognize it.
It's not always easy.
one frightfully bored audience, and subtract
At a Nickelback concert a few a Friday night, you know what you get? A
months ago, I saw a woman in truly humdrum film.
an itty-bitty corset-style tank
Jim Carrey's new movie, "The Number
and jeans.
23," is full of similar arithmetic litanies. It
The only problem was that
centers on a man (Walter Sparrow, played
this woman wasn't nearly as itty- by Carrey) who becomes obsessed with,
bitty as her top or jeans - she had
you guessed it,
literally outgrown her attire.
the number 23.
Back fat, side bulges and a Sparrow derives
belly that looked as if she had just
23 from all sorts
downed a keg of beer by herself.
of other numbers
Not to mention she was about
using seemingly
25 years too old for an outfit like arbitrary meththat. I asked my self, "How can she ods: he finds 23
not see that? How can she look in in his name afthe mirror, walk out the door and
ter giving letters
think that's OK?"
number values,
Some of the things that seem to . he finds 23 in
his address, his
so obviously not be good fits for us social
security
are things that we can't see.
number and in
Case-and-point: the "bad for all sorts of ranyou" boyfriend/girlfriend.
dom places, inAll of your friends can see how eluding
street
much of a jackass he/she is, but it corners and litakes you a whole lot longer to fig- cense plates. It
ure it out.
. would be utterly
Usually they're not bad for you amazing if this
at the start (if they were,' why were a documenwould you continue to date them?)
tary, but seeing
but you outgrow them and then
as it Isn't, the
can't see what a poor' fit for you novelty wears off
they are.
rather
quickly.
Friendships are the same way. Of course this
Looking back on my friend record,
numeric obsession doesn't come out of noI've seen many come and go.
where for Sparrow. After he isgivenabook
It's the ones that grew with me with the same title as the film does he begin
that stuck around.
concocting ways to find 23. As the plot un-:
The ones with minds similar to folds, Sparrow becomes sure that the book
16-year-olds were ousted alongis a warped confession of a murder that hapb
pened when he was in college, and he -beside my Backstreet Boys al ums
comes bent on finding the author. Spoilers
and overalls.
aside, "The Number 23" wraps up with a
; .Nothing is forever (well, maybe
predictable and highly-foreshadowed twist.
somethings - like Chanel_ suits)
The choice ofSparrow as a role for Carrey
so don't fret too mpch when what
has allowed him tosprillkle hispe!!ormance
.worksJoryounow.
doesn't any- With the backhanded sarcasm Carreyhas'
.. more.
,
reqlntly.belm mO\YIlfor;lnjectingh!s
hu:.
. Yes/it's scary, ~ut soon what's
mor into what would presumably bean ausnew will become what's cOmf'ort-·tererole
for hlID -th!slsiafterall,
billed as

'~.~~J~.";
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thetllblesand.Cbairswere.
mllde.qf!lhiJliffi~~til,RveIY
piece of fuirilture'J s~Uffled
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Sparrow. is a truly "normal guy," and the
first act of the movie emphasizes just how
routine (yet fulfilling) Sparrow's life is. He
has a beautiful wife and home, a loving son,
a job that seems to serve a purpose and an
incredibly sharp wit.
It seems like a great role for Carrey at first.'
The most true-to-life and admittedly heartwarming scenes are those In which he interacts with his family.
But as the story develops and Sparrow
becomes more obsessed with the book and
number, Carrey's
per for man c e
loses its sheen.
His humor duly
takes a backseat
. to a mediocre
representation
of a mind gone
off track, losing
steam as his attempts to portray
obsession
and
madness
continually fall flat.
It would be a fine
part 'for an actor with a darker
edge (Christian
Bale might have
been perfect) but
Carrey
simply
lacks the mtensity needed to
make the contrast between the
carefree and the
manic Sparrow
work.
Yet as Sparrow's actions become more
questionable, the laughs don't stop. There
are lines in the movie that are absurdly re- .
vealing in their. attempt to tie the story togerber, Couple this with Caney'swatereddown madman delivery of them, and these
scenes have the whole audience at least guffawing. This detached-audlencesyl1dtome
was a theme throughoutthe flick.> -,
Instead of gripping seats, the young, late,
. riight audience checked watchenmd cell
.phones, munched absentminde(:Ilyo.n):iOp"
corn and even made Qut durlngsc~esin~
.tend~d to be themoS! powerful.·c",.~,,-,;,
Allofthis could havebe~n accomplished
at borne, without meoverextendedmatb·
prot>lems;>

.
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Assistant

MARCOTTE

Culture Editor

An American tourist gets shot in Morocco,
setting off a chain of events. affecting four
families in three countries.
Each family is connected, but they don't
know it.
Thus the stage Is set for "Babel," 2006's
Oscar-nominated film centering on language barriers and connections.
Director Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu
("Amores Perros," "21 Grams") brings together an ensemble cast headlined by Brad
Pitt, Cate Blanchett, Gael Garcia Bernal,
Adriana Barraza and Rinko Kikuchi to tell
each family's story with the tagline in mind:
"If you want to be understood ... listen."
On Feb. 20, the DVD version of the film
. hit store shelves and attracted a whole new
audience.
"Babel" opens with a pair ofimpoverished
Moroccan brothers receiving a rifle from
their father.
While playing around with It, they aim it
at a tourist bus and unintentionally shoot a
woman (Blanchett) in the neck.
Her story continues as her husband (Pitt)
desperately tries to work with local inhabitants to get her out of the desert and Into a
hospital.
Meanwhile, the couple's children receive
their own dose of culture shock when their
babysitter (Barraza) takes them to Mexico
for her son's wedding, exposing them to a
new group of people and customs.
For Instance, in one scene the babysitter's
nephew (Bernal) yanks the head off a live
chicken, instilling anxiety in the children
for their surroundings.
Finally, In Japan, an adolescent girl
(Kikuchi) struggles with
her deafness, her mother's'
su.icide and being unable
to communicate with oth.ers in the way she would

like..
.
The film received seven
. Oscar nominations this
year, intludlng two noml~
nlttlonsforBestSupporting.
:ACitress
(Barraza' lind
Iqkuchi), Best Original
'... ;Sc:reenplay, Best Director'
'. and Best Picture· ..•.••.......•..•
.•..•.
\" ....Ittookhometh!i',Osc,aJ;~;

.i;,;Jpr~~~tfU!81~J\~r,e;;.'ff"f~

Unfortunely, the DVD version of "Babel"
fails to live up to the wide amount of attention it received. For those who watch DVDs
mainly for the special features, they won't
find anything accompanying "Babel" except for afew movie previews and English
and Spanish subtitle options.
Fun stuff, right?
Though watching those behind-thescenes specials commonly found on DVDs
can entertain and easily kill 30 minutes,
"Babel" provides enough intrigues to still
make the DVD worth investing in.
The sophisticated cinematography of
the Moroccan desert or Downtown Tokyo,
along with the interlocking storylines engage viewers enough to make the film's 2.5
hour run time go by quickly.
The film also scores in the acting department. For some reason, whether because of
poor film choices in the past or his admittingly rugged good looks, Pitt manages to
get on the bad side of moviegoers.
However, his performance in "Babel"
brings out a softer, more emotional side to
him that films like "Fight Club" and "Troy"
brushed to the side.
The two Oscar-nominated actresses,
Barazza and Kikuchi, also connect to the
audience on an emotional level.
However, both of them do it in different
languages.
Barazza speaks most of her lines In
Spanish, while Kikuchi conveys her feelings
through sign language.
Despite the possible communication barriers, both actresses deliver performances
worthy of the recognition they've ·received.
Despite its lack of special features, "Babel"
still makes an entertaining DVD,without all
the extra, time-killing fluff.
PHOTO COURTESYMCi
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Poet Alice Notely ....
entertains Boise State
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BY CHARITY

VARNER

Culture Writer
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Bring in this ad and your coupon will be sent via email.
maurices will not give or sell your information

to any source.

maurices.com • Sizes XS to XXl; 1/2 to 17/18 in most styles
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When you give plasma you're
literally giving someone another
chance at life.
Thousands will benefit from
your blood-plasma donations.

Alice Notley presented a reading .
on campus February 26 as a segment ofthe Boise State MFAReading
Series that brings nationally known
authors to the University.
Notley was born in Arizona in
1945. She received a B.A. from
Barnard College In 1967 and went
on to earn her M.F.A. from the
University of Iowa in 1969.
She Is an artist with an array oftalents ranging from sketches and watercolors to collages and poetry. Her
most profound and recognizable
work Is her verse, which she shared
with a room overly crowded with
eager ears in the Bishop Barnwell
room Monday night.
The poetry of Alice Notley explores the complexities of American
Culture and often uses her words as
a springboard for social reform. Her
main intent is to captivate the reader
with the beauty of her words while
at the same time instilling a hint
of social awareness. She describes
her voice as, "the new wife, and the
new mother."
A main theme running throughout her works is her fascination with
deserts where she grew up.
Her talent has gained her recognition around the world.
A collection of her poems entitled, "Mysteries ofSmall Houses"
was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize.
Another collection, "How Spring

PHOTO BY AUCE SCULLY/THE ARBITER

BSU hosted a special poetry reading by Alice Notley
on Feb. 26 in the SUB as
part of the Boise State MFA
Reading Series.

Comes," received the San Francisco
Poetry Center Book Award in 1982.
In spring of 2001,she was presented
with an award from the American
Academy of Arts and Letters as well
as the Poetry Society of America's
Shelly Memorial Award.
She began her teading from her
book, "Grave ofLight."
The poetry inscribed in this book
can best be described as songs resembling intimate journal entries.
One such 'song' was called a "Eulogy

for my Brother, Robert," which expressed a difficult descent into the
grief and frustration of losing a life
dear to you. The story of a lost soul
was woven deeper into the bigger
issue of war and the grief of losing many. She spoke of the war that
raged in Vietnam.
"No one cared that he went there/
No one cared what was lost."
The words are haunting and real,
with the current parallel of the war
in Iraq..
The mood of melancholy and political contemplation was replaced
by lighthearted humor with a selection of poems entitled, "Postcards."
The audience was at one moment silent and serious and the next laughing with no restraint.
Only a truly talented speaker
can induce an audience in such a
manner. The second set of readings came from another book of her
works, "Alma,or the Dead Women."
Alma is considered the true God.
She is a woman and a junkie
shooting up heroin through a hole in
her forehead. She "dreams and suffers our nightmares with us."
Notley tries to bring storytelling
back to sound and rhythm, back
to poetry. "Her use of language is
amazing which makes you see ordinary things in a new light," noted
Kendra L., a sophomore majoring in
English at BSU.
After all, language is the
foundation of much of the
American Culture.

Up to $200 compensation
for your first month.
For further information 011
'holl; ,You can help please call:

Biomat USA, Inc.
(208)338-0613

MEDICAL STUDENTS

YOU PAY YOUR DUES.
WE'll PAY YOUR TUITION ..
Join the Army's Medical
Corps and you can receive a
one- to four-year scholarship
~that provides full tuition, a
i monthly stipend of over $1,300
.~\ and reimbursement of most
academic fees, courtesy of tlie Army Health Professions
Scholarship Program. Plus, you'll receive:
• Low-cost life insurance
• Worldwide travel opportunities
• No-cost or low-cost medical and dental care for you and
your family
• Rank and privileges of an ArrJ1YOfficer
• Generous non-contributory retirement benefits with 20
years of qualifying service
• Flexible, mobile retirement savings and investment plan

To find out more, or to speak to a~ Army
.Health Care Recruiter, call 800-794-8867 or
visit healthcare.goarmy.com/hct/54

BY FRANCY MARCOTTE
Assistant

Culture Editor

Black Snake Moan
This Is how Christina Ricci makes
a comeback:
. After her boyfriend abandons
her, Rae (Ricci) runs off and gets
into some trouble.
An isolated bluesman (Samuel
L. Jackson) takes her in and learns
that she experienced sexual abuse
as a child.
He eventually holds her captive,
determined to help her overcome
her past and live a better life.

that's what the main characters of "Wild Hogs" (Tim
Allen, Martin Lawrence,
William H. Macy and John
Travolta) think.
In an effort to spice up their
monotonous lives, the four
friends embark on a cross-country motorcycle trip.
Their adventure soon becomes
a showdown when they come faceto-face with Del Fuegos, a motorcycle gang known for disliking new
riders.

Zodiac

Director David Fincher ("Fight
Club," "Seven") brings a new movie to theaters this week. "Zodiac"
follows the true story of a series
of unsolved murders in 1970s San
Francisco.
An elusive s-erialkiller terrorizes
the city, leaving letters and identity
clues for the police in eachcrime.
scene.
Three
investigators
.(Jake
Wild Hogs
Gyllenhaal, Mark Ruffalo and
Living In the middle of suburbia tends to make life dull. At least, . Anthony Edwards) take on the case,

unaware that the hunt for the killer
will consume their lives.

On the indie scene
Abduction: The Megumi

Yokota Story
On Thursday, March 1 at 7 p.m.,
The Flicks, along with the Idaho
Department ofCommerce and Labor
and Consul General Aklo Egawawill
show a free screening of "Abduction:
The Megumi YokotaStory."
This film .. follows a group of
Japanese citizens kidnapped by the
North Korean government.
The film is unrated.

Venus
Eight-time Oscar Nominee Peter
O'Toole ("Lawrence of Arabia")
stars in this film about an aging actor Maurice (O'Toole) and his best
friend Ian (LesliePhillips) who starts
to fear the coming of death. Ian invites his niece's daughter to come
live with him and Maurice begins to
feel attracted to her. "Venus" opens
at The Flicks on March 2.

OPINI
The way we see it ...
Avoid another pathetic
Senate: Get to know
your ASBSU candidates
before you vote
Yes students,

of good advice but no substantive
offering of the other side of the spectrum. At one point Mr. Rapp even
My name is Jacob Borg; I graduated ' mentioned that there was something
wrong with summer employers recruit_ from Boise State's school of business
Ing students to work out of state during
in 2002. I have a few concerns in reference to the article written recently by the summer time. As if there is someRichard Rapp titled, 'Students lured
thing wrong with that. Was this his
into scam jobs." I know nothing about
litmus test for a scam job I wondered?
Mr. Rapp and his personal experience
When I was at BSU employers were reworking with employers that recruit
cruiting students to take' jobs out of
and hire students from BSU.
state all the time.
I do know that I was surprised by his
As a student at BSU one of my most
generalizations and tactics used in this
vivid memories is listening to one of
article. While I was a student at Boise
the founders and former executives
State I was taught to think critically and
of Micron describe one of his greatest
write by presenting facts and examples
learning experiences as a young man.
to support my cause. With such a strikHe talked about a job he had in Salt Lake
ing headline I was certain that I would
City as a tire salesman. It was commisfind data and facts related to which
sion only. If he didn't sell tires, he didn't
companies were "scumming" students
put food on his plate or pay his rent. He
and what students had been "lured"
, into these scheme jobs. Instead, as I talked about the learning that took place
while he worked there and the powers of
continued to read further the article
persuasion that he developed.
went down a one-sided path filled with
I remember him telling us that these
generalizations
and broad stroking
skills helped him as much, if not more
opinions.
than his engineering degree or law
There were a few bits and pieces

it's that time of year

agafn.

The time of year when fiat boys roll
around on golf carts passing out oranges and others stand in the quad giving
away free buttons, soda pop and a big 01'
cheesy smiles.
It's that time of year to keep your hand
sanitizer nearby as you walk through the
Student Union Building, because odds
are you'll be accosted by a variety of outof-breath-from-empty-promises
student
politicians wanting to shake your hand.
It's time for the Associated Students of
Boise State University elections.
While the current executive administration has done exactly what they promised students last spring - fighting the
plus/minus grading system (although
unsuccessful in their fight) and implementing .a free student textbook library
- the student senate has been pathetic.
Not only has the majority of student
senators failed to deliver on their campaign promises, most of them found it
too inconvenient to attend their own
meetings. All year the Senate had trouble
making quorum, resulting in just nine
resolutions passed since they took office
last spring. Previous senates have passed
more than 30 resolutions in the same
length of time.
While we'd like to celebrate the departure of such an inept group of individuals from student government, the scary
thing is that a handful of them are running for president and vice president.
So do yourself and the students of Boise
State a favor by finding out who wants to
~epr'esen£you in the next year. Find out
what each candidate stands for and hold
them accountable for their record, or lack
thereof.
Presidential and vice presidential candidates will debate one another today
at noon in the SUB in the last of three
ASBSUcampaign debates.
If you can't make this event or missed
the previous two senate debates, don't
worry. Several of the candidates running
for office did too. And just like you .can
go to www.arbiteronli,ne.com and download.the audio of the debates to get caught
up on all the rhetoric.
While you're there, you can also listen
to one-on-one interviews The Arbiter did
with each of the candidates that accepted our invitation last week to come talk
about their candidacy.
In addition, post your questions and/
or comments directly to the candidates
themselves with our online forum.
The more active and serious candidates
have already begun replying to students'
questions, comments and concerns.
Remember, it's your money they want
to spend it, so take the time to learn about
the candidates and vote wisely.

Black, female or Republican: Wh~ will be o.ur next president?
BY MICHAEL J. MCLASKEY
Opinion Wri,ter

Tile way we see it is based on the majority opinions of The
Arbiter editorial board, Members of the board are Drew Mayes,
editor-in-cllief; ThJy Sawyer, busi!less manager;,Heath;r English,
production manager; Dustin Lapray,. ma~agm? editor; Barry
Franklin, opinion editor; Harsh Mantn, onlmeedltor; ana Sheree
Whiteley, lead copy editor.

y

As the presidential candidate race
gallops along, I hear more and more
news pundits talking about the fever
pitch surrounding
Hillary Clinton,
the first female president and Barack
Obarna, the first black president. When
I think about the single-minded focus
these folks have put on both gender and
ethnicity, I wonder. Doesn't this sort of
rhetoric offend anyone else? Not only
that, but in order to live in a nation that
values diversity, isn't this focus on such
small characteristics
counterproductive?
I understand America's shameful past
regarding both women and AfricanAmerican rights, and it seems we've an
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

columnists reflect the diversity of opinion
in the academic community and often will
be controversial, but they do not represent
the institutional opinion of The Arbiter or
any organization the author may be affiliated with unless it is labeled as such.

guest opinions and letters to the editor may
be sent via e-mail to letters@arbiteronline.
com. The Arbiter cannot verify the accuracy of statements made in letters to the
editor; they reflect the opinion of the writers. Opinions expressed by guest and staff
.

EDITORS

its hat-soon, or the Democrats will take
the complete lack of a Republican platthe White House.
form won't be obvious. I haven't seen
So who will be the next President of the
anyone from the Republican side stand
United States? Will he or she remain comup in a serious bid for the White House.
mitted to the war on terror? Will our next
There's talk, and there always is, about
Commander-in-Chief get us out of Iraq?
a few candidates, but it seems the red
Will they nationalize health care? To be
side isn't concerned as much with camhonest, I hope I'm in another country
paigning as the Democratic side is.
by then. I want a country free of corrupt
I hope they're not just expecting to
politicians that value businessmen over
ride the coat tails of President Bush's
the workers that keep those businessapproval rating straight into the Oval
men
rich. I want a country that values
Office. In fact, ifI cart take the word of
its educational system over the Defense
the average person I meet on the street
Department, and I want a leader I can
for credibility, the Republicans are the
support, trusting that every executive deones who should be racing for a solid
candidate. After the last six years of cision has the authentic stroke of honesty,
truth and justice. I want a President that
Republican leadership, America is ready
can make that old adage of the American
for a change, and our last midterm elecway
more than an empty promise echoed
tion proved that. The red side is.golng to
have to pull one impressive rabbit out of by an empty suit.

Pl'llductlon Manager

THE ARBITER
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obdurate focus on cleansing these sins
of our fathers. However, aren't we reinforcing the divisions that have kept
America under the heels of both class
and racial divisions by focusing on how
huge a milestone this is for our national
character, that the good old boys political system would even' consider someone other than a rich, old, white man for
the office.
What I fear is that those news pundits
will keep focusing on gender and ethnicity to the point that a forest, or platform, can't be seen for the trees, or the
other side is camouflage. Would FOX
News do that? I don't doubt it.
Given their apparent
ideological
leanings, it would benefit FOX News
to stay focused on Obama's blackness,
and Hillary's womanhood. That way,

Guest opinions of no more than 500 words
may be submitted for publication on any
topic. Letters to the editor must not exceed
300 words and must include the writer's full
name, city, state and major (if applicable).
All submissions are subject to editing. Both

should

1910UnIVersity Drive

to find ways to pay for-their education
degree. I am sure Mr. Rapp had good
in between college semesters.
Since
intentions but I think he did the
that
summer,
I
went
to
work
for
anothstudents a disservice by not offering a
er large corporation where I was paid a
bit more substance and the other side
salary with opportunities to advance,
of
the.
story.
You
see,
although I never exceeded the pay that I
when
I
was
a
sophomore
made in one summer with Eclipse.
in College I was being advised by proThree years later, I quit and have since
fessors, parents and others to get an
gotten back involved with Eclipse full
internship, work construction, go to
Alaska, and other opportunities
for time showing students how to make the
most out of their summer. I am not the
summer work. But, I chose to go against
exception. Many friends and co-workthe grain and moved to California to
ers have had similar experiences.
work for a Marketing Company that sold
-Do more for yourself this summer
Pest Control Contracts door-to-door for
than just punch a clock. Our first year
Orkin Pest Control (the second largest
reps average over $15,000 in the summer
Pest Control Company in the U.S.).
and experienced reps average $37,000.
My very first summer working with
Check our site (www.goeclipse.com)
Eclipse, I earned over $20,000 in four
for
the stats!
'
months. I continued to work for this
I .' wonder where" the headlines
company throughout college and in
were when I was at Boise State ...
subsequent years made $60,000 two
"Student nets $90,000 in four months
summers in a row and $90,000 the
working
summer sales job." Surely
. slimmer after graduating with my
everyone would have been interested
Marketing Degree.
in a job like that!
That summer I had three firstyear employees who worked for. me
Jacob Borg is a
and they made $22,000, $30,000 and
Boise
State alumnus
$35,000 each. All were students trying
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[SIDE
LINES]
BSU includes Southern
Mississippi on
football schedule
Boise State University Director
of Athletic Gene Bleymaier has announced that the 2007 Bronco football season will open Thursday,
Aug. 30, at home against Weber
State University. B1eymaier also announced the University of Southern
Mississippi
will visit Bronco
Stadium Saturday, Sept. 22. '
The
addition,
of Southern
Mississippi brings Boise State's
schedule of non-conference games
to five. The Broncos play at the
University of Washington Saturday,
Sept. 7, and Bowling Green State
University Saturday, Sept. 29, while
hosting the University of Wyoming
Saturday, Sept. 15.
B1eymaier also stated that the
2007 Western Athletic Conference
schedule is still being worked on by
the league office and he hopes to be
able to announce the rest of Bronco
schedule in' the very near future.
Tentative Scheduleas of Feb. 26, 2007
Aug. 30 (Thur.) Weber State at Boise
Sept. 8 (Sat.) at Washington Seattle,
Wash.
Sept. 15 (Sat.) Wyoming at Boise
Sept. 22 (Sat.] Southern Miss. at Boise
Sept. 29 [Sat.) at Bowling Green
Bowling Green, Ohio
WAC Games (Dates TBA)
TBA Idaho at Boise
, TBA Nevada at Boise
TRA New Mexico State at Boise
TBA Sun Jose State at Boise
TBA Fresno State Fresno, Calif.
TBA at Hawaii Honolulu, Hawaii
TBA at Louisiana Tech Ruston, La.
TBA at Utah State Logan, Utah

BSU sends two wrestlers
to national tournament
The Boise State University
wrestling team will send Nate
Lee and Tyler Sherfey to the
NCAA Championships
after both
captured
third place in their
respective weight classes at the
Pacific-Ill
Championships
last
Sunday in Bakersfield, Calif.
This is the first time in eight sea, sons BSU did not finish in the top
three at the Pac-IO Championships.
The NCAA Championships will be
: held Mar. 15-17 at Palace of Auburn
, Hills at Auburn Hills, Mich.

Women's lacrosse hosts
games this weekend
The Boise State women's lacrosse
club is hosting its first spring games
of the 2007 season Saturday, March
3, and Sunday, March 4. Saturday
the women play Gonzaga University
.at 9 a.m. and Whitman College
'at 1 p.m.
Sunday the women host another double-header with a 9 a.m.
game against Eastern Washington
University and a 1 p.m. game
against Montana State University.
.All four games will be on the
recreation
field outside of the
, Student Union Building.

Men's fast-pitch softball
seeks players
The Treasure Valley men's fast, pitch softball league is seeking play: ers and teams to participate in up: coming 2007 season. The schedule
is tentatively set for 15 games, which
; will begin "mld-May. Games will
, be played weekly at Ann Morrison
; Park in Boise.
, Prior baseball/softball experience
\ is not necessary but it is helpful.in
: the highly-competitive league that
features two teams who have placed
: at national tournaments - includ: ing one nationa] championship. The
: deadline to sign up is Aprill.
For more information,
call
: 208-447-7551.

: Correction
The Arbiter would like to issue
; a correction to an article written
in the culture section of the Feb.
, 26 Issue. An article previewing the
" Sawtooth Mountain Film Festival
. noted that theCestivalbegins'
" Saturday, MarCh 2.
,, ,
The actual date ofthe Festival is
. Friday, March 2.
,' , ' '
,: , Tickets
Still be purchased".
~thrOugh;t~lf;Boise
State~C-,
;center0irtd0or
,progiams<of.:
',mi' ;,questIons'can,lie'

'can

r"

Imagine this: You are a college football player trying to get
into the National Football League
(NFL). Now you're that same college
football player at the NFL draft combine where you'll be put to the test
for every imaginable physical skill
one could possess. Hundreds of
scouts, coaches,
team owners,
trainers and agents will all be there
to see how well you test. Why?
So everyone in the world knows
where you deserve to be selected in
the NFL draft come April 28.
Some of the categories they test
you on at the combine are just absurd
too. Sure, they'll see how fast you are,
find out how much you can bench
press and determine what kind of
agility you have. But then they'll see
how big your hands are and how
well you can talk to a reporter, and
measure how tall you are to within
a one-hundredth of an inch. Beiieve
me, anything you could possibly
imagine being tested for you'll find it
at the NFL combine. Everything except how good of a football player you
actually are, of course.
Here's what I mean. The NFL
combine will tell you Jerry Rice is
too slow, Drew Brees and Emmitt
Smith are too small and that Vince
Young isn't smart enough to be an
NFL quarterback.
Well apparently Rice, Smith and
Brees felt they weren't gifted enough,
and that Vince Young guy? Turns out
he was at least smart enough to win
the Rookie of the Year Award.
What else does, the combine do?
Well itwill tell you that RickyWilIiams
is going to be the next Walter Payton.
It will tell you that Brian Bosworth is
the best linebacker to ever grace the
face of this earth.
It will tell you Akili Smith is
going to lead the Cincinnati Bengals
to Super Bowl after Super Bowl and
it will also tell you that it's a better
idea to choose Mario Williams with
that first overall pick than Reggie
Bush. And we all know how great of
an idea that was.
Now yes, the combine can in fact
help a lot of players but it doesn't
really help the team. You can find
some diamond in the rough that
runs a great 40-yard dash and
has a huge vertical leap and then
wonder why his name wasn't all
over the place in college. It's really a
simple concept - the guy isn't a great
football player, as opposed to being
a great physical specimen.
The combine will also tell you
Cincinnati
Bengal wide-receiver
T.I. Housmanzadeh is a last-round
caliber pick but that ex-Viking, exSeahawk, current Green Bay Packer
and OWl felon Koren Robinson is a
top-ten pick.
My main point is that the scouts,
the coaches and everyone else put
way too much emphasis on the way
people test or how fast they run at
the combine. The NFL is so obsessed
with seeing who's "stock" is rising
and falling due to their combine performance that often great players are
completely overshadowed and lost in
the mix oflt all.
For Boise State fans the name Mike
Hassshouid
be vaguely familiar.
He was that receiver from Oregon
State who torched the Broncos for
293 yards and three touchdowns a
few years back. That same guy was
also Oregon State's all-time leading receiver and the Fred Biletnikoff
Award winner (Best Wide-Receiver
in College Football) his senior
year. He also set the Pac-l0 record
for most receiving yards in a game
and the most in a season and ranks
No. 8 in the conference all-time
in receptions.
Howdoes a guy like that get drafted
in the sixth round of the NFL draft?
You guessed it. The combine said
Hass was too slow and too short. Yet
he proved time and time again how
great a football player he is.
.'
. Sure, the NFL has rnanygreat physieal specimens who can run fast and
bench press an oak tree. But the NFL
also has a lot of guys who aren't great
football players and end up flopping.
'flulleagueIsreallY missing out on a
lot of good players for no reasonother
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BOISE STATE'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1933

Men's .b~sketbanteam looks
. to finish season strong
BY TATE CASTLE'fON
Sports Writer

ting at home for the last weekend,"
Graham said. "But it's two teams we
beat the first time around and we
know we- can play them. We're just
going to go have at it."
Coach Graham said he hopes the
Broncos can compete on the road
the way they did against Nevada on
their home court last Saturday.
"They're [Nevada) solid and
we played right with them,"
Graham said.
The top-ranked Wolf Pack played

www.arblteronllne.com

some of the most physical basketball Boise State had seen all season.
Graham said he hopes they can use
what they learned from Nevada on
the road this weekend in preparation for tournament play.
"They [Nevada) kept their composure," Graham said. "They don't get
rattled. They know how to win and
they know what it takes to win."
The WAC tournament will be
held -March 8-10 in Las Cruces,
N.M.

The Boise State men's
basketball team controls
its own destiny this
weekend as they
head into the final week of
regular
season
play.
Wit
h
the
Western
AthleticConference
tournament
looming
March 8-10 the Broncos
still have a lot of work ahead
of them to get where Head Coach
Greg Graham wants the team to be.
Last Saturday night's loss against
No. 10 Nevada, 95-81, was perhaps
, the biggest game of the season
for the Broncos.
However, this weekend is Without
, question the most pivotal. BSU (16II overall, 8-6 WAC) currently sits
in a three-way tie for third place in
the WAC alongside Utah State (20-9
overall, 8-6 WAC) and Fresno State
(20-8 overall, 8-6 WAC). Should the
Broncos win-out this weekend and
finish 10-6 in conference play, they
would lock up a No.3 seed, going
into the tournament. 1£ they lose, the
Broncos could find themselves in
the conference cellar with possible
first-round match-Ups against the
third or fourth-place finisher in the
conference. According to Graham,
The Boise State men's basketball team (16-11, 8-6)
it's all up to his team on how far they
finish regular season play at Fresno State and Hawaii.
can go.
"Higlit now there's about six of
us that [control our own destiny),"
Graham said. "Everybody is in the
same boat. 1£ you lose two you'll end
up at six or seven. 1£ you win two
you're in third. 1£ you split you'll be
anywhere in between."
The Broncos will begin their
quest for the number-three seed tonight, facing off against Fresno State
on the road.
The Broncos take the court for
the regular season finale Saturday
Get 300 free text
messages a month
against Hawaii in Honolulu at
for one year.
5p.m:(HT).
Luckily for Boise State, they
Sign up for new service
are playing some of the best
and show a valid college
. basketball of the season coming
ID at the Sprint store.
After 12 months, pay the
down the stretch.
regular monthly fee.
"We're playing well," -Graham
said. "We play well on the road.
We've only won a couple, but we've
been close in a bunch of them.
Maybe it's breakthrough time."
Boise State is certainly hoping a breakthrough is in the cards,
having beaten both foes at home
earlier this season.
"Obviously, you'd rather be sit-
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From the blue turf
to the red carpet
ing all the time about how you
structure the feature. Then there
Sports Editor
will be a time when we start
Boise State University officials
talking more specifically with
announced 'fuesday the school
people in Hollywood about the
is attempting to finalize working
feature and what it is."
negotiations with a local group
Hoffman is a former student
of filmmakers who are interestbody president of BSU and began:
ed in procuring the story rights
his filmmaking career in student
to the 2006 undefeated
BSU productions and in semi-profesfootball season.
sional stage productions in Idaho.
The group is comprised
of
Hoffman
directed
the film
Michael Hoffman, Heather Rae
"Restoration," which won two
and Russell Friedenberg. A workOscars in 1995. He is expected to
ing agreement is in place with the
be the director of any films done
university. However, a final conon the BSU football team.
tract is still pending State Board of
"I've never worked locally as a
Education review.
filmmaker," Hoffman said. "So it's
"I trust that things will go well
particularly exciting to me to be
with the State Board of Education,"
back doing something in [Boise).
Hoffman said. "I believe I'm correct
I'm really intrigued by what this
In saying the university is in favor
means for the university as a whole
of what's happening. We feel con• the way in which it ends up comfident enough we can start having
plimenting the academic programs
conversations with the principle
and the kind of visibility it gives to
players and coaches in the drama."
the unlverslty, Not just the kind of
If a deal is made final,
athletes it might encourage or alHoffman
said his intentions
low Boise State to attract."
are .tobegin
working on the
Rae has worked in the film indocumentary immediately.
dustry for 17 years and has had a
"I'he documentary, I think, we
part in producing nearly 20 docuwouldlike to be out by the beginmentarles and features.
ningof next season," Hoffman said.
Rae grew up in Idaho and spent
"It's really on a fast track."
six years as the head of the Native
Hoffman also said his group
Program at the sundance Institute
plans .. on using. the' documenta"
and programmer for.the Sundance
ty.ai .a working progress. toward Film Festival. Rae Currently teachproducing
a feature film on the
es film studies at BSU.
Story as well.
.
Friedenberg began hJs career as
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+ G )RED

(sprint).
MOTOROU

rs A PIlOUDPAl11lER OF (PIllIINICI)W

SPRIIl1lSA CDIl1llI.Ul1N1 PAITT TO(PIlDDUCI)-·

I

,-soo-sprlnt-,

sprint>

sprint.com/powered
.
• to the nearest Sprint or Nextel store

Operilld~

en

POWER Up·

Espana! dlsponlb1el.

Sprint

stores
IIOISE

120 Milwaukee

2100 EFalrview

Advanced Wireless

208-815-9910

208-368-9999

PRffiRRtD DEAtEJis
BOISE
Advanced Wireless
208-854"212

MOUNTAINHOMI
Advanced Wireless

CALDWBJ.

At Wireless
20ll-S11-09n

208-580-1911

Anything Wireless
208-378-8111

EAGU

208-832-4414

Advancect Wireless

Anything Wireless

PCSPro

NAMPA
W1rt1ess eoncepts

208-939-7976

208-336-4722

Wireless Concepts

208-466-2670

208-43:Nl7oo

208?7&9316

WlrtlessFX

Wireless Concepts

350 North Milwaukee

208-467-6176

208-888-1805

208-37S0025

Network

Coverage not available
everywhere. Available
features andserviceS will varyby phone andnetWort The NatlonwideSprlnll'CS
reaches lWeI' 2SOmillionpeople. Wkecailingarea reacheslWel'16S million peopIfln
the
Puerto RJa\U.S. VirginIslandmd Gualll Offen not avalfableln
all maitets.Addttlonal terms andrestl1ctions apply. Subject to creOd apptMl See store or sprint.con\ fordeta~ Phone (lifer: Ofrer ends 03/31/07
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Drink Lucy'S Coffee & Espresso. It Is DELIOUIDOUS.

iUCPS
01"11 B SIPPlnD

BY KYE JOHNSON
Assistant

Sports Editor

For three members of the Boise State women's basketball team Saturday night will be their
final game played in Taco Bell Arena as a BSU Bronco. Post Michelle Hessing, wing Jackie
Thompson and guard Nadia Begay are BSU's only seniors and each player has left a legacy behind that will
be remembered.
"Michelle has had a great year and we're certainly
hoping she's named all conference," BSU Head Coach
Gordy Presnell said about Hessing. "She has given us
a great post presence, great leadership if we can finish
this out, she'd have a great close to her career at Boise
State. I know she's close to 1,000 points so hopefully
we can get that for her as well."
Hessing
has
averaged
9.1 points
per
game in her four years at Boise State the highest mark among the three seniors. She's also
one of the best rebounders on the team too. Hessing is
bringing in over five boards per game this season and
just fewer than five per game for her career.
Presnell said he also knows how helpful it is to have
a dominant inside player on your team.
"It's helped a lot but I think more than anything else
. with her leadership is that she's bought into what we're
trying to do," Presnell said. "And sense she's buying in,
everyone's buying in. She's really been a leader in that
regard and I've really been appreciative of it."
BSU guard Nadia Begay will likely be remembered
for her ability to score and, more likely than not, her
ability to shoot the long ball.
"Nadia has been our three-point shooter," Presnell
said. "Last year she really helped turn our program
around and really got us some respect early."
Begay averaged over 12 points per contest last season in Presnell's first season as head coach. But she's
had a different role this season coming off the bench
and seeing more limited time than before.
Nonetheless, Begay is still one of the best threepoint shooters on the team. She's second on the team
in three-pointers made this season and she's been averaging close to eight points per game this season.
Both Begay and Hessing have experience winning
and losing during their four years at Boise State and
Presnell knows how big their impact has been turning
that losing corner.
"They've done a lot to change that," Presnell said.
"They've both been player of the week here and
they've helped turn this program around."
As for Jackie Thompson, she has played the game
underrated and below the radar. She's not a big scorer, doesn't put up huge stats and yet she's the player
who's seemingly always coming down with the loose
ball, the offensive rebound or the key steal when the
. Broncos need it.
"Jackie is our most enthusiastic and our most athletic player and we're not the same team without her
on the floor," Presnell said.
. He would know. Thompson has missed a huge part
ofthe second half ofthe season due to an injury and is
just now getting back to playing.
"She's had a great two years," Prensell said about
the two-year transfer from Panola College. "I feel like
she's grown a lot and she's certainly helped our program out a lot."
Thompson has started 17 of the 18 games she's
played in this year, while shooting an incredible 63
percent from the floor. Her work ethic will be sorely
missed after her career at Boise State is done.
Not only have the three seniors made each oftheir
senior years more enjoyable by winning, they've
helped set the standard for future seasons as well.
"I hope [the younger players] see the amount of
time and effort put in and see the experience they've
had in turning this around and that they have to start
building a tradition here and that they have to keep
this thing going:' Presnell said.
These three seniors have helped re-shape the way
people look at Boise State women's basketball, be:
cause they have provided the experienced leadership
during this program's two-year makeover.
"You get a new job and you want people to buy into
what you're trying to do and those three did. It made
what we're trying to do here so much easier:' Presne!l
said. "And I'm really fortunate to have them as part of
a team I got to coach."
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RENT IT

-SELL IT

BED·QUEEN
TOP mattress

Sacrifice

PILLOW

set. Brand
new, still In plastic. warranty.
Retail $599. Must sell $119.

can..de.UYer.Jl21~3....--_
QUEEN TEMPURPEDIC

h'Horne

seIL$:l9Lll55.:llfilltL __
KING MATTRESS & BOX

.Ownership!

still in factory wrapper- $295.

20Jl,9.19o:l08"OL
_
POOL TABLE wi complete

Proqu;dify today at

'~P1ff1JJ'.com

accessory pkg. Never used.
Retail value $3500, asking

b"",gh'"'!I"" hy
ItWto '~ing lind Finilla Association

$14.50._GaIL20Jl.:J.62oI150_
LEATHER SOFA SET
Brand new sofa. loveseat &
chair. In store value $2500,
will sell $1295. Call 208-362-

I15Q.

~

__ .__ · -

QUEEN MATTRESS +
BOX Ne~, never used.
Asking $195.

ph. 208-919-

3Q8~
BEDROOM

('
. 11.
lCCU(/(~,!!

.
(/1:

New Construction
First Time Ilome Buyers
Relocation
Investment Properties

Jessica Hunt
Real Estate
Professional

SELL IT

C208.412.1677
F 208.433.4587
jhunr@hollandreafry,in(o

HOMEI
FURNITURE
.

."

J .. "

HOlli\~P

LEATHER SOFA PLUS
LOVES EAT. Brand new in
crate with lifetime warranty.
List $2000. Sacrifice $699.

DISCOUNT
COMPUTER
STORE

.selllM99JJl.6:.l464
.--.KING SIZE PILLOWTOP .
MATTRESS
set
brand
6643~

~-

__

CHERRY

Bedroom set. Brand-new in
box. Retail $2250. sacrifice

$4.5llJ:aIL8JllH464_.
CHERRY SLEIGH

__
BED

solid
wood.
New-In-box.
Value $799, secrifice $195,
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Organization of
Student Social
Workers Annual
Silent Auction

......

~·•.
·.•.
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".and InternsblptJ .;
for

cUrr8ftt'allil

Education Bldg.
7th Floor
Social Work Dept.

'9f8dU8l1111-'-'
students

When:
3/12 -3/20

"-Y_lliflVo'

. checi<&Ji

Auction Items:
'8 Hours of "free" labor
·2 - 45 min. guitar lessons
'Gift Baskets
'Old Id. Statesman
Newspapers
'Custom hand
casting jewelry

BUSY
SCHEDUbE?

WORK IT

We offer great
hours to work
around school
or another job.

\>

PART-TIME

Evenings and
Weekends
20-40 hrs/wk

BRONCOSNEEDJOBS.
COM

Casual work
environment.
Paid training
and benefits.

Paid Survey Takers Needed
in Boise. 100% FREE to
Join! Click On Syrveys ...

PERSONAL ASSISTANT
Unique opportunity for high
energy person. Must be very
organized and able to multltask.
Two days per week, 11-5
Pay $10.00 per hour, with
quarterly pay reviews based
on perfomance. (208) 286-

$9/hr

to start .

658-4888
60t something
to sel/?

to $150 per day. Exp. not
Required.
Undercover
Shoppers
Needed
To
Judge
Retail
&
Dining
Establishments.
800-7224791

\

1

2
3
4

ELECTRONICS

& loveseat. stain Resistant.
Lltetlrne warranty.
Still in
.boxes. Retail $1395. Must

.7.PIECE

)~,"~~:,:

& Free

ACROSS
1 Bronco prodder
5 Wound
reminder
9 Put to shame
14 Johnnycake
15 Plus
16 "Fame" singer
17 Curving courses
18 Certain military
officer
20 Ecdysiast's act
22 Jacob's twin
23 Assign to a
feedlot
24 Fraction of a
joule
26 Part of a pelvis
27 Tyke
28 Knack
29 Stalemate
31 Landed
33 Houston or
Rayburn
35 Faces the day
39 Drama
dialogue
41 Cut back
43 Haircare tool
44 French brandy
46 AEC's
replacement
48 Mrs. Peel of
"The Avengers"
- 49 Tap problem
51 The Greatest
53 Ryan or Foster
54 Actress Novak
57 JFK notice
58 Nextel Cup org.
.. 60 Operatic song
62 Ran like blood
65 Antagonistic
reactions
67 Incite anger
68 Tear open
69 Trifling
70 Ore deposit
71 Serengeti cats
72 Give guff to
73 Ginger cookie

SUMMERWORK

BBlU4£4._-.- ..---- ..
BRAND
NEW
MICROFIBER
COUCH

new in bag. list $750. Must
sell, $199. Can Deliver. 921-

CAREl

Q53211arbara
~
__
WINTERISPRING
POSITIONSI
Earn
up

www.jessicahunt.rom

i ,

SKIN

SET

Cherrywood sleigh bed. 2
dressers,
2
nightstands,
mirror & TV armoire. Retail
value $9000, will sell $2900.
Call 208-362-7150

www.frpmrentols.com

GREAT

Stude!,t Discounts
Samplesl

Where:

style visco' memory foam
mattress set. Brand new in
plastic. Retail $1599. Must

~()VA"
.~ ... ~

Crossword

'-- __ M_I_SC
__·--II"---O-TH-ER--

FULL
SIZE
ORTHOPEDI'C
MATTRESS Brand new In
package. warranty
$99 Ca1l921-6643

WORK IT

SELL IT .

HOMEI
FURNITURE

HOMES

Place classified ads at arbiteronline.corn

RJM Computers ill
Boise
Idaho's largest Independent
PC Store, huge local stock
of hard-to-find
parts and
supplies. expert computer
repairs,
Internet
service.
4524 Overland
Road
in
Boise.
(208)
472-2800.
FREE Wireless Router with
any new Clearwire Wireless
Internet
account.
FREE
technical support, call 4722800 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician.

NANNY NEEDED I am
looking for a person to care
for my 11-year-old daughter
and
9-year-old
son this
summer on weekdays and
other times as needed. They
are very active. bright children
who will need transportation
to and from activities. Must
have
own
transportation.
Pay is negotiable. (208) 867-

© 2007 Tribune

5 Preservers of a
sort
6 Of customers
7 On the Aegean
8 Stirred up
9 Homer's dad
10 Marrow
container
11 Flooded
12 Biblical mount
13 Overly excited
19
firma
21 After-sch. grp.
25 Characteristic
clothes
27 Body powder
30 Finish line
32 Watch over
34 Calendar abbr.
. 36 Concluding
remarks
37 Alice Ghostley
on "Bewitched"
38 Uneven hairdo
40 Poet Teasdale
42 Springing
horses
45 Approximately

DOWN
Health resorts
Paper tote
Doing a
mail room job
Go back to
committee
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59 Reiner and Jung
61 Related (to)
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DO YOUR
ESTIMA.TES
INCLUDE
TA.X A.ND
SHIPPING?

RELA.X,
RELA.X,
CA.Ll-\
DOWN.
)

THERE'S NO NEED TO
GO A.LL NUTS A.BOUT
THE TA.X A.ND SHIPPING.
IT'S UNDER CONTROL.
TA.KE A. DEEP BREA.TH.
E

0
u

1
OILBERT TOTA.LLY
FLIPPED OUT WHEN
I SHOWED HIM THE
COST ESTIMA.TES.

]
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A.LL_I
A.SKED
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REA.L[Y? OR IS THIS
ONE OF THOSE CASES
WHERE SOl-\EONE A.CTS
NORl-\A.LL Y A.NO YOU
INEXPLICABL Y TELL
THE WORLD Tl-\A.T THEY
TOTA.LL Y FLIPPED OUT?

11
:::>

~
1l

is

~

I
~
~

..

IN l-\Y DEFENSE,
IT 010 l-\A.KE HER
LESS CRA.ZY.

)

.....

WHOA.!
DON'T
FLIP
OUT.

\\1

GAAA.!
YOU'P-E
TOTA.LLY
LOSING
IT NOW!
\If

bird

64 Profound
66 CDs' ancestors

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to
9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk .

SudokU on Mobile. Enter 783658:com In your mobile w"b browser. Get a !ree gamel """"","""""""
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classification

provisions
Spectrum makers
Small pc. of land
Capital of
Afghanistan
Shiraz resident

8
6

6 4
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VIII)!

56 Computer

47 Contract
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2

Al Gore

V

9 6
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Idaho's RIms. T. v..ExIJas. Modeling
and ~
v.IJl1<. $72-$770
daly. No sdlooI or experienro
reqlired. Call 208-433-9511
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Today's B!i~Jfily(03~ol~07)'····:
·Canc~~ (JU~~~1~22)
Sagitt~rIus (~~"
You're th@..l?1Ainsbehind the
Today IS a,g~You can go shopping,
Today IS a 7. Xo
operatio~'t1iis year. Don't tell
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Donny Heck
Realtor 208-631':'7444 cell
208-884-1300 office
dheck@cbaspen.com
Boise State Alumni

Ask us -how we did it

Let's get started today!
ASPEN REALn INC.
Each Office Is IndependenUy
OWned And Operated

Bert Summers
Realtor
208-631-0119 cell
208-884-1300 office
bsummers@cbaspen.com
Boise State Alumni

m .1.5
MULTIPLE

LISTING

SERVICE

REALTOR\'!)

EQUAl HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

SPECIALIZING IN:
• IDAHO HOUSING LOANS 100% FINANCING AS LOW AS 6.09%*
• 0 DOWN LOANS
• INTEREST ONLY LOANS
• HOME-EQUITY LOANS
• INVESTMENT 8r SECOND HOMES
• FIRST TIME- HOMEBUYERS

208-378-0203
Or Vlsit Us Online At: www.themortgagecompany.net

THE Mortgage Company

"ralesare~Ubjecttochal\ge

au

PROVIDING YOUR DREAMS

WITH OPTIONS~
At Home Source Mortgage we have a huge advantage in the market, we are unmatched in our commitment
to customer service. We are linked to hundreds of different lenders providing several options for everyone.
Now more than ever there is a loan program to fit everyone's needs.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construction One Time Close Loans
Amortizatoin up to 50 years
Investment Loans
Pay Option Arm
No doc Loans
Conventional
Interest Only
Commercial

Michelle Anchustegui
Cell: (208) 859-9001
michelle@hsmfinance.com

Trishe Hammond
Cell: (208) 353-7105
trisha@hsmfinance.com

~~-----_
- -----..

....

QUit ThroWing

YOur Atobey
.4 Way On Rent-

Joe Anthony
Mitch Ward

208-489-1543
• First time homebuyers
• All credit welcome
• "No Equity" loans
• "No Income Verification" loans
• QUi~k approvals
• Zero down pay ment loans Igrant programs
• VAIFHA financing

, /Cash-out loans
• Debt consolidation
• Custom loans tailored to fit YOUR needs"

d and operated
Locally ow~e H'U Suite 201
5414 Morns
1,
www.c
.www.clearwatermortgage.com
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This class builds.on every~lngyou'l'earned
in.,Modulel'~~~~~8R#~
students' knowledg~through hands-on, procti(;at~ppncatt~ri'.~f,~":)
Information. The class will cover, in'a greater detail, oge~~(~~O~t;
competing fora Iistingogreement~ property preparati?n~~~;jjj~,
coordinating with lenders & title. companies onddthervltal)n,au$fr,
profe~$ionals, prospecting techniques, showing pr~pertYt'iq~d.th~:.W~.< ......
efflilctlvlilways to work with buyers and sellers,'
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If achieving homeoWnershipis in your future,
its homebuyer programs,
including below-market-rate mortgage loans and
down payment and closing cost assistance.*

IdaM~rtgage.com canhelpyollwith

Check your eligibility with our initialonline application at IdaMortgage.com,
or call 1-866-432-4066 to find out what we can do for you.
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Idallorfgage:com
broughtto you by Idaho Housing and Finance Association
'Programs are subjecl.
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lime. Funds are limited, and cerlain restrictions apply.
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COVENTRY
MORTGAGE

Let Us Welcome
You Horne!

~

Call

• Christina Reyes
Loan Officer

•

845 E. Fairview Ave. #100
Meridian, Idaho 83642
(208) 658-8150
Cell: (208) 949-5355
Fax: (208) 375-0853
christina@coventryhomeloans.com
www.coventryhomeloans.com
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